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Abstract 

With the building sector standing for a major part of the world’s energy usage it of utmost importance to develop new 
ways of reduce the consumption in the sector. This paper discusses the evolution of the regulations and policies of the 
Swedish electric and district heating metering markets followed by the development of a nonlinear autoregressive 
neural network with external input (NARX), with the purpose of performing heat demand forecasts for a commercial 
building in Sweden. The model contains 13 input parameters including; calendar, weather, energy and social behavior 
parameters. The result revealed that these input parameters can predict the building heat demand to 96 % accuracy on 
an hourly basis for the period of a whole year. Further analysis of the result indicates that the current data resolution of 
the district heat measuring system limits the future possibilities for services compared to the electric metering system. 
This is something to consider when new regulation and policies is formulated in the future.   
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1. Introduction 

With increased pressure that originates from political goals for a lower energy consumption and higher 
energy efficiency, there is a constant need for new and better ways to use and distribute energy. The building 
sector utilize a big part of the world’s energy supply. The Swedish Energy Agency report that on average 
38% of the total energy was used in the building sector in Sweden for the period 2000 to 2014 [1]. In order 
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to encourage users to reduce their energy consumption, correct designed incentives are often needed. These 
often comes through regulations and laws in the different countries, not seldom based on targets decided by 
the European Union. The following is a background on how the regulations on the electricity and district 
heating market have changed over the past years. 

In Sweden the regulation regarding the metering of electricity consumption have changed quite a bit in 
the recent two decades. In the beginning of the 21st century the metering in Sweden was relatively old-
fashioned, consisting of mechanical meters which had to be read-off manually [2]. The consumed electricity 
was often noted once a year by the consumer and sent to the company managing the electricity network. In 
the early years of the century a new law was introduced [3] that prompted all distribution system operator’s 
DSO’s to meter and collect data from the consumers at least once per month, at latest by June 2009. Later 
it was decided that consumers with a fuse size larger than 63 amperes should have metering on an hourly 
basis. In 2012 the law was revised, to say that all consumers regardless of fuse size, should have metering 
on an hourly basis if it was deemed necessary from either the producers’ or consumers’ point of view [4]. 
The law was further refined over the next years, and by March 2017 the law will state that all consumers 
should have metered on an hourly basis if they so choose. Furthermore, it is decided that electricity 
consumers will be able to demand that metering is performed on an even more detailed timeframe, e.g. 
every 10 or 15 minutes  [5]. Further, it is stated that the DSO’s will have responsibility to provide the 
consumers and other entities with the collected data in a format agreed between the two parties. This 
evolution, from mechanical meters to what today is referred to as smart meters, is part of the European 
climate goals set for the year 2020, where the aim has been that 80% of the electricity and gas meters will 
be smart meters [6].  

Other measures to regulate the electrical grid with the aim of increase its effectiveness and reduce the 
energy usage has been done. The Nordic Energy Regulators have conducted a review over the different 
tariffs used in the Nordic countries [7]. For the Swedish case much work has been done with demand 
response programs, which works on the premise that the customer has a tariff based on not only the amount 
of energy consumed but also during which period of time it is used [8]. Having a customer that react to the 
current state of the electricity grid can have a stabilizing effect and can reduce the use of standby power 
plants that often use emissive and expensive fuels.  

It can now be seen that the district heating market is going through a similar process as the electricity 
market has done in the past. One newly implemented legislation address that heating, cooling and hot water 
usage should be measured in new built and renovated apartments when considered as cost effective. 
Whether it is cost effective to install the energy meters is determined by a third party [9]. Another law that 
is active since the 1st of January 2015 states that the district heating company is required to collect energy 
consumption data from their costumers at least once per month, and that the energy bill should be based on 
the real consumption during that period [10]. Furthermore, it can be seen in the literature that district heating 
tariffs is an increasingly discussed topic. A recent study [11] analyze and discuss current district heating 
pricing methods. The authors propose new pricing methods with new components that includes seasonal 
energy price, peak demand and demand response in order to give customers better insights into their 
consumption patterns and give incentives to save both energy and money.  

With the collected district heating data becoming more similar in detail and resolution like the electricity 
data it opens up for new research areas. For example, different forecasting methods for electricity 
consumption has been thoroughly investigate with a variety of goals and data sets, but on the district heating 
side this has not been done to the same extent. Tingting et al. [12] recently developed a type of 
autoregressive method to predict the district heat consumption of a city in Finland with good result for up 
to a 168-hour period using a combination of weather, social factors and time series data. Furthermore, 
Radiša Ž et al. [13] have shown that artificial neural network in different forms can be used to forecast the 
daily heat demand for a university campus. It is also shown that an ensemble of methods will perform better 
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than a single method. In the literature there are few works to be found for heat forecasting on a consumer 
level, where the heat consumption data have been collected with higher resolution and frequency. 

Thus, this study’s objective is to investigate how well an artificial neural network can predict the district 
heat demand on an hourly level of a commercial building using weather parameters, the building social 
activity level and the historic heat load profile of the building as input data. A nonlinear autoregressive 
neural network with external input (NARX) will be developed to forecast the district heat demand on an 
hourly level. Additionally, the resolution of the collected district heat consumption data will be analyzed 
within the application of heat demand forecasting. 

2. Method 

2.1. Case building description 

In this study a building complex consisting of three commercial buildings located in the Mälardalen 
region in Sweden was considered. The majority of the building space is used for commercial purposes, with 
some exceptions where the business has a workshop area connected as well as an office part. Two of the 
buildings are two-story buildings and the third is a single-story building. The buildings are heated with 
district heating using radiators with circulating hot water. The ventilation is handled by three HVAC-units, 
one for each building, using a constant air volume flow. The three buildings have been modeled together 
as one component since they share the same access point to the district heating system.  

2.2. Data 

District heating data from the three buildings was collected for the years 2010, 2012 and 2014. The data 
represent a good mix of outdoor conditions where each year of data represent a cold, a normal and a warm 
year respectively. The district heating data are collected on an hourly basis with a resolution of 10 kWh 
from the local DSO.  

Weather data is collected from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institution (SMHI) from 
the nearest weather station. Gaps in the data series was interpolated using Akima splines.  

2.3. Model parameters 

The model parameters consist of a mix of environmental, calendar and energy parameters, divided into 
13 predictors and one target value. As seen in Table 1 the weather data include the following parameters. 
Temperature and the dew point temperature, the temperature at which water vapor starts to condense out 
of the air, described in degrees Celsius. Wind speed and wind direction, where 0° is a wind coming for the 
north and 180° is a wind coming from the south. Solar radiation represented as direct and diffuse radiation 
on a horizontal surface. All the weather related variables is the calculated average for each hour of 
measurements.  

The set of predictors include four different parameters connected to the time and calendar. These values 
are included to capture the differences in the building behavior over the course of the year, seasons, weeks 
and days. The first two describes the day of the year and the hour of the day with integer number ranging 
from 1 to 365 and 1 to 24, respectively. Each day is divided into three time periods depending on the activity 
in the building. The building is considered to be in working mode between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m., the time when 
the building experience most activities and are filled with people. During the period 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. is 
categorized as a cooldown period for the building where the activity and people presence are low. The 
remaining hour of the day is the non-working hours, 9 p.m. to 7 a.m., where the building is in idle mode. 
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These periods are represented in the data by integer numbers 1 to 3, where the period of the day has the 
value ‘1’ for hours during building idle mode, ‘2’ for hours in building working mode and ‘3’ for the 
cooldown period. The working day parameter indicate whether the day is a working day or a holiday and 
weekend, represented with the integer ‘1’ and ‘0’, respectively. The data field has the added feature that 
the day before a holiday, such as a Friday or New Year’s Eve, is categorized separately with the integer ‘2’.  

Table 1. Model predictors and target parameters.  

Predictor Description  Unit Calculation 

T_out Outdoor temperature C° Average over the last hour 

T_dew Dew point temperature C° Average over the last hour 

W_spd Wind speed m/s Average over the last hour 

W_dir Wind direction 0-360° Average over the last hour 

Rad_dir Solar radiation, direct on horizontal surface W/m2 Average over the last hour 

Rad_diff Solar radiation, diffuse on horizontal surface W/m2 Average over the last hour 

t_doy Day of the year 1-365 From timestamp 

t_hod Hour of the day 1-24 From timestamp 

t_pod Period of day 1-3 From timestamp 

t_wd Working day 0-2 From timestamp 

E_DH Heat, district heating kWh Accumulated last hour 

E_shpd Heat, same hour previous day kWh From timestamp & E_DH 

E_shpw Heat, same hour previous week kWh From timestamp & E_DH 

E_avg24 Heat, average last 24 hours kWh From timestamp & E_DH 

 
Finally, there are three parameters connected to the near-time history of the buildings heat consumption. 

These are the heat demand the same hour the previous day, the heat demand the same hour one week earlier 
and the rolling average of the heat demand for the last 24 hour period. 

The model target value is the district heat consumption accumulated for each hour during the year.  

2.4. Neural network 

Fig. 1. a) NARX model in open loop (training mode).    b) NARX model in closed loop (simulation mode). 

An artificial neural network (ANN) is set up with MATLAB’s neural network toolbox to predict the 
buildings energy consumption. The network type is chosen to be a nonlinear autoregressive neural network 
with external input (NARX), that compared to other network types use the target value as feedback input 
as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The feedback input can be delayed by a set number of time steps. In this study the 
delay has been set to four time steps, which translates to four hours of data. This number has been chosen 
to capture the near history of the buildings energy need and environmental condition. The model is trained 
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using the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation method and its training performance is measured with the 
mean squared normalized error performance function. The network has been set up with 10 hidden layers.  

After training the network is closed and will no longer need the target values as an external input. Instead 
a closed feedback loop is created with the simulated target values, which can be seen in Fig. 1b.   

3. Prediction result and conclusions 

The NARX is trained with data for the years 2010 and 2012, after which predictions is performed for 
input data over the full year of 2014. The prediction shows a good forecast result with a coefficient of 
determination of 0.968. That leaves the average error to 3.2 % which shows that the input variables in Table 
1 is sufficient to determine the district heat demand of the buildings to an acceptable level, all the way down 
to an hourly level. In Fig. 2 one sample week of the hourly target and response values are shown for March 
and July. The week in March represents how the typical weekly fit looks like during periods of the year 
with a relative high fluctuation in district heat demand. The prediction forecast follows the general trend of 
the target values with relative small error with regards to the absolute heat consumption. The result shown 
for the one week in July represents how the model fit the data to the summer periods when the heat demand 
is low or close to zero.  

Fig. 2. Target vs. Response for one week in March (upper) and one week in July (lower) 

Interesting to note is the effect of the low data resolution is clearly visible during period when the heat 
demand is close to zero. As illustrated in the figure above, the target data values alternates between zero 
and 10 kWh (with the exception of one data point at 20 kWh) heat demand for most of the buildings active 
hours. This is due to the heat-meter incapability to record lower energy flows than 10 kWh. Consequently, 
the forecast error during this time period is relatively higher than for other periods of the year. This 
restriction in the data resolution creates a persistent uncertainty over the whole data set and clearly divides 
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the data in to different segment where the daily heat demand profile appears quite unique. To possibly 
improve the forecast accuracy, it is proposed that the training data is divided into these segments and that 
a forecast model is developed for each of the separate data segments.  

As seen in the lower graph in Fig. 2 the forecasted DH consumption show a more detailed consumption 
pattern than the real DH values. These fluctuation is due to variation in the predictor values that is not 
related to the energy consumption, e.g. period of day, outdoor conditions etc. Without more detailed data 
about the DH consumption in the building it can’t be said if this prediction agrees with the reality or not. 
Whit so little information contained within the real DH consumption values for the summer period it is 
possible that the model is overdetermined by the many predictors. The consumption pattern is clearly more 
simple during low consumption periods and thus it is sensible to have a simpler model to describe the 
process.  

It is also worth reflecting on where the heat demand during the summer months originates from. It is 
highly likely that the majority of this demand is due to hot water usage by the building tenants. If the hot 
water usage can be subtracted from the total heat consumption in the data, this issue can be further 
investigated. The information provided here can be useful for future decisions regarding district heating 
meter regulations and policies. 
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